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A biomimetic method was developed to construct novel fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) composites. By mimicking mussel adhesive
proteins, a monolayer of polydopamine was coated on glass fiber (GF) surface. The polydopamine-treated GF (D-GF) adsorbed
boron nitride (BN) nanoparticles, while obtaining micronano multiscale hybrid fillers BN-D-GF. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) results showed that the strong interfacial interaction brought by the polydopamine benefits the loading amount as well as
dispersion of the nano-BN on GF’s surface. The BN-D-GF was incorporated into epoxy resin to construct “FRP nanocomposites.”
The morphology, dynamic mechanical and thermal characteristics of the FRP nanocomposites were analyzed. SEM morphology
revealed that BN-D-GF heterogeneous dispersed in epoxy matrix. There was good adhesion between the polymer matrix and the
BN-D-GF filler. The dynamic modulus and mechanical loss were studied using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Compared
with neat epoxy and untreated GF reinforced composites, BN-D-GF/epoxy and D-GF/epoxy systems showed improved mechanical
properties. The thermal conductivity, Shore D hardness, and insulation properties were also enhanced.

1. Introduction
Epoxy resins are a class of high performance thermosetting
polymers for application in the automotive, construction,
and aerospace industries. High specific stiffness, dimensional
stability, lightweight, high corrosion resistance, and excellent
insulating properties make them valuable in many electrical research areas, especially for insulated packing [1–3].
Recently, using epoxy resin as the matrix for fiber-reinforced
plastic (FRP) composites has been increased significantly [4–
6]. The FRP composites are considered as ideal candidates for
academic research as well as industry applications because
of their improved physical/chemical properties. Glass fiber
(GF) is usually used for preparing large varieties of FRP
composites [7]. The principal advantages of GF are low cost,
high strength, and modulus.

For FRP composites, the extent of adhesion of polymer
matrix to the reinforcing fibers is very important. It is well
known that stress passes from the fibers to the matrix
through the interface. Therefore, the adhesive force affects
the strength and rigidity of the reinforced plastics and their
fracture behavior [8]. In order to enhance affinity between
GF and polymer matrix, modification of the GF surface
can be done by (a) coating fiber with a silane with reactive
end groups [9], (b) coating fiber with a rubber emulsion
[10], (c) coating fiber with a solution of different polymers
such as polyurethane and polystyrene [11], and (d) blending
with nanoscopic materials, such as carbon nanotube [12],
graphene [13], and inorganic oxide nanoparticles [14].
Filling epoxy resin with nanomaterials, especially thermally conductive nanofillers (Al2 O3 [15], AlN [16], BN [17]),
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is emerged as an effective way to enhance the rather poor
thermal conductivity of epoxy resin, because the heat dissipation in microelectronic packaging is becoming increasingly
important as the demands in denser and faster circuits
intensify. For nanofillers, their dispersion and interfacial
interactions with epoxy resin matrix are the most crucial
factor affecting the optimal properties of the nanocomposites
[18, 19]. Nanofillers should be well dispersed in the matrices
to obtain a high aspect ratio and large interfacial area between
the phases, whereas strong interfacial interactions between
the nanofillers and epoxy resin matrices would facilitate the
stress transformation and thermal conductivity.
Many previous researches were interested in combining
the advantages of microscale fibers and nanoscale particles.
For example, Wan et al. reported that multiscale reinforcements consisting of clay and short glass fiber filled
polyamide 6 were prepared by a two-step melt compounding
process [20, 21]. The synergy of multiscale reinforcements
of clay and glass fiber provided better physical properties
for polymer-matrix composites than each of the individual fillers. Besides the above methods based on physically
blending microscale fibers and nanoscale fillers [15–17, 20,
21], a more effective method is to disperse nanofillers onto
glass fibers and then construct novel “FRP nanocomposites.”
The advantages include (1) a better dispersion of thermally
conductive nanofillers in polymer matrix, (2) an enhanced
affinity between fiber and matrix, and (3) enhancing performance of FRP composites without marked increase in
cost due to small amount of nanofillers. Traditional method
is to modify their surface in the presence of functional
coupling agents, such as silane coupling agents [22–24].
However, the amount of active groups on nanofillers or
glass fibers is usually very small, and the reactions require
strict chemical conditions. Furthermore, the main caveat of
this strategy is that the coupling agents are often material
specific and thus lack efficacy across a broad range of FRP
nanocomposites.
In nature, marine mussel adhesive proteins (MAPs)
contain large amounts of a particular amino acid known as
3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine (dopamine, DOPA) and have
attracted great attention owing to the amazing ability of mussels to adhere to various kinds of surfaces [25, 26]. In 2007,
Lee et al. reported polydopamine (PDOPA) adhesive coatings
on a wide variety of material surfaces including noble metals,
oxides, polymers, semiconductors, and ceramics prepared by
mimicking MAPs [25].
Inspired by these works, we hypothesized that if a
catechol-rich polymer layer can be prepared as the interface
between nanofillers and GF, the interfacial interactions may
be significantly enhanced and hence the physical/chemical
properties of the FRP composites can be improved at very low
nanofillers loadings. To verify the hypothesis, we prepared
dopamine-modified glass fiber (D-GF) via a facile waterassisted process and then coated BN nanoparticles on the
surface. The novel reinforcement (BN-D-GF) was incorporated into an epoxy resin to form FRP nanocomposites.
Specifically, the structure, morphology, and thermomechanical properties of these novel materials were in detail investigated.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials. Epoxy resin based on diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol A (DGEBA, E51) and triethylenetetramine (TETA)
curing agent were purchased from Jiangtian Reagent Chemicals Co. Ltd. Short-cut glass fibers were supplied by Owens
Corning Chemicals and 3,4-dihydroxyphenethylamine hydrochloride (DOPA, 98%) was purchased from SigmaAldrich, respectively. All the other chemicals were purchased
locally and of analytical reagent grade.
2.2. Preparation of Modified Glass Fibers and FRP Composites.
In a typical experiment, 5 g short-cut glass fiber (GF) was
mechanically stirred in 500 mL 10 mM Tris buffer solution
(pH 8.5) [25]. DOPA (1 g) was then added and the suspension
was stirred for 8 h at room ambient condition. The suspension
was then centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 3 min and then the
dopamine coated glass fiber (D-GF) was obtained. D-GF
was redispersed in 500 mL 10 mM Tris buffer solution (pH
8.5) and then 0.5 g nano-BN was added. The dark slurrylike product was washed with acetone, and the solvent
was removed by centrifuge. The wash-centrifuge step was
repeated three times, and finally BN-D-GF/acetone slurry
was obtained.
To prepare the BN-D-GF/epoxy FRP composites, a certain amount of E51 was poured into the slurry followed by vigorous stirring for 2 h. The acetone was then removed by rotary
evaporation followed by drying in a vacuum oven at 50∘ C for
48 h. The curing agent was then added at the epoxy/curing
agent ratio of 100/13 (w/w). The mixtures were mechanically
stirred, degassed, and cured at room temperature for 3 h and
postcured at 70∘ C for 2 h. For comparison, a BN/GF/epoxy
composite was prepared using the same procedure except that
the BN was physically adsorbed onto untreated GF without
polydopamine coating.
2.3. Characterization
2.3.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Fiber samples
were prepared by applying a drop of the particle suspension
(in acetone) to a glass slide and then dried overnight.
The samples were then sputtered with gold to increase
their conductance for SEM observation. Measurements were
conducted using Philips XL30 ESEM and Hitachi S-4800
instrument at an operation voltage of 20.0 keV and 0.7 keV.
2.3.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Glasstransition temperatures (𝑇𝑔 ) of the neat epoxy resin and FRP
composites were measured by using a differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC, 200F3, Netzsch, Germany). Samples were
heated from 20 to 250∘ C at a heating rate of 10∘ C/min under
nitrogen atmosphere.
2.3.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA). A dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed with a DMA
2980 Dynamical Mechanical Analyzer in the fixed frequency
mode at 1 Hz with an amplitude of 0.40 mm. The transverse
mechanical properties of the composites were measured
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using the DMA. Rectangular DMA specimens measuring 40
× 10 × 3 mm were sawn and polished to uniform dimensions.
The DMA uses a flexural bending deformation to apply stress
to the sample. The sample undergoes a sinusoidal oscillation
at a fixed frequency.
2.4. Test of Neat Epoxy Resin and FRP Composites
2.4.1. Volume Resistivity. A digital high resistance meter
(6517A, Keithley, USA) was used to investigate the dc conductivity. Samples with thickness of around 1 mm were used
for measurement. The typical conductivity measurement
involves a simple measurement of current under the same
ambient atmosphere and a constant voltage (1 kV). The
electric current was measured after applying the dc voltage
to the specimens for 1 min according to ASTM D257.
2.4.2. Dielectric Loss. Dielectric properties measurements
were performed using an impedance analyzer (Aglient
4294A, USA) with 16451B Dielectric Test Fixture in the frequency range of 102 –107 Hz. All measurements were carried
out at room temperature, with voltage amplitude of 0.5 V.
The data of impedance and phase angle measured were
converted into the relative dielectric constant and dielectric
loss, considering the appropriate geometric coefficient.
2.4.3. Dielectric Breakdown Strength. Dielectric breakdown
strength was measured using an AHDZ-10/100 alternatingcurrent dielectric strength tester (Shanghai Lanpotronics
Corporation, China) according to ASTM D 149-2004. The
specimens were placed between two 10-mm-diameter copper
ball electrodes and the electrode system containing the
measured sample was immersed in the pure silicone oil to
prevent the surface flashover. The test voltage was applied
across two ball-typed electrodes and was increased until the
sample was punctured. Five breakdown tests were repeatedly
performed on each specimen. All of the measurements were
performed under the same humidity and temperature.
2.4.4. Thermal Conductivity. LFA 447 Nanoflash (Netzsch,
Germany) was employed to determine the thermal conductivity according to ASTM E1461. Samples were prepared in
cylindrical shape of 130 mm in diameter and 10–20 mm in
thickness.
2.4.5. Shore D Hardness. Shore D hardness testing was
performed according to ASTM D2240 using a Woltest SD 300
equipment.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterization. Figure 1(a) showed that nano-BN was
easily aggregated and had relatively round shapes with a
fine size of 15–50 nm. Figure 1(b) indicated that when glass
fibers were not treated with nano-BN, their surfaces were
rather smooth. Dopamine treatment of glass fiber surfaces
resulted in rather improved adherence between nano-BN
and GF. Different processes of BN modification of GF
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were indicated in Figures 1(c) and 1(d), which showed the
formation of reinforcement through physical adsorption as
well as dopamine adhesion. In Figure 1(c), the smooth surface
indicated that less BN was adhered onto fibers because of the
weak physical adsorption. Thus, in BN/GF/epoxy composite,
it indicated insufficient adherence to the epoxy matrix, while
Figure 1(e) showed that “fiber pullouts” occurred due to the
weak interface between epoxy and glass fibers. Additionally,
part of nano-BN aggregated and formed microsized particles.
However, it was different for specimens that dopamine
domains acted as coupling agent and adhered to the glass
fiber surfaces (BN-D-GF). In Figures 1(d) and 1(f), BN-DGF showed continuous and rough surfaces due to dopamine
treatment as well as nano-BN adhesion. Therefore, this also
increased the interaction at the fiber/epoxy matrix interface,
while “fiber pullouts” nearly disappeared in BN-D-GF/epoxy
composites.
FTIR spectra of the dopamine, GF, and D-GF were
shown in Figure 2. The characteristic peak at 1608 cm−1 and
1508 cm−1 found in D-GF further confirmed that dopamine
had been polymerized into polydopamine on surface of GF.
DSC was used to investigate the thermal properties of
the neat epoxy and FRP composites. The DSC curves shown
in Figure 3 indicate an increase in the glass transition
temperature of the epoxy resin with the GF loading. The
introduction of GF was thought to restrict the mobility of the
epoxy molecules. The obvious effect on increasing the glass
transition temperature indicated a strong interaction at the
molecular level between the epoxy molecules and dopamine
or BN layers, which could come only from the dopaminetreated samples (D-GF/epoxy and BN-D-GF/epoxy).
3.2. Dynamic Mechanical Behavior of Composites. Dynamic
mechanical properties of FRP composites depend on various
factors such as fiber loading, fiber orientation, and the nature
of fiber-matrix interface region. Dynamic tests are especially
sensitive to all kinds of transitions and relaxation processes of
matrix resin and also to the microstructure of the composites.
Dynamic storage modulus (𝐸 ) is the most important
property to assess the load bearing capacity of a composite
material. The variation of storage modulus as a function of
temperature of epoxy resin or FRP composites was given in
Figure 4. There was a prominent increase in the modulus
of the matrix with the incorporation of glass fibers over the
entire region. This may be due to the increase in the stiffness
of the matrix with the reinforcement effect imparted by the
fibers that allowed for a greater degree of stress transfer at
the interface [27]. The maximum 𝐸 value was exhibited by
D-GF/epoxy composite. The value was 376.24 MPa, whereas
the 𝐸 value for unreinforced cured neat resin was 214.46 MPa
at room temperature. It was clear that the room temperature
storage modulus of the matrix enhanced more than 75% upon
the addition of dopamine coating fiber. Previous research
had proved that it was due to physical cross-linking caused
by the hydrogen bonds between the epoxy molecules and
dopamine coating filler, where the catechol groups act as
proton donors, while the C–O–C groups in the epoxy act
as proton acceptors [28]. For BN-D-GF/epoxy composites,
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Figure 1: SEM image of BN nanoparticles (a), untreated GF (b), BN/GF (c), BN-D-GF (d), BN/GF/epoxy composite (e), and BN-D-GF/epoxy
composite (f).

the value was 337.84 MPa, which was 57% higher than neat
resin. As the temperature increases, 𝐸 decreases and then
there was a sharp decline in the 𝐸 value at the glass transition
region. This behavior could be attributed to the increase in the
molecular mobility of the polymer chains above 𝑇𝑔 .
Loss modulus (𝐸 ) is a measure of the energy dissipated
as heat per cycle under deformation. Or, it is the viscous
response of the material. Figure 5 showed the trends of

variation of loss modulus for the neat epoxy and FRP
composites with variation of temperature. From the figure, it
was clear that the incorporation of fiber causes broadening
of the loss modulus peak. The peak broadening could be
attributed to the inhibition of relaxation process within the
composites [29]. This might be due to the increase in the
number of chain segments as well as more free volume
upon fiber addition. The loss modulus value in the transition
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Table 1: Tests of neat epoxy and FRP composites.

Thermal conductivity
(W/m⋅K)

Volume resistivity
(×1016 Ω⋅cm)

Dielectric loss
tangent

Dielectric breakdown strength
(kv/mm)

Shore D
hardness

0.252
0.287
0.308
0.294
0.393

3.00
2.14
2.67
3.77
6.86

2.53
2.4
2.14
2.19
2.01

31.1
24.8
27.3
25.8
27.7

71
78
80
79
82

Neat epoxy
GF/epoxy
D-GF/epoxy
BN/GF/epoxy
BN-D-GF/epoxy

400
Dopamine

D-GF
GF
1508
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Figure 2: FTIR spectra of dopamine and glass fibers.
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Figure 3: DSC curves of neat epoxy resin and FRP composites.

region was much high for composites when compared to
the neat resin. The higher modulus at this temperature was
due to the increase in internal friction that enhances the
dissipation of energy. Additionally, the presence of high
modulus glass fibers reduced the flexibility of the material
by introducing constraints on the segmental mobility of the
polymeric molecules at the relaxation temperatures [30].
3.3. Thermal Conductivity. The measurements of the thermal
conductivity of the GF-reinforced epoxy resin were shown

0

50

100

150

200

250

Temperature (∘ C)

Neat epoxy
BN-D-GF/epoxy
GF/epoxy

D-GF/epoxy
BN/GF/epoxy

Figure 4: Dynamic storage modulus of neat epoxy and FRP
composites.

in Table 1. In the same figure, the measurements of the
thermal conductivity of the epoxy resin were shown for
comparison purposes. It can be seen that reinforcing the
polymer with the untreated GF resulted approximately in a
13% increase in the thermal conductivity. The slight increase
may be a result of the relatively better conducting nature of
the glass fibers compared to the epoxy-resin matrix. Measurements on BN/GF/epoxy samples show that the physical
blending of the BN with glass fibers had no real effect on
the thermal conductivity. It seemed that the discontinuous
nature of the nano-BN in the matrix probably nullifies its
thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity of composite
increased slightly from 0.287 W/mK for untreated GF filled
composite to 0.308 W/mK for D-GF filled composite. The
dopamine layer on the GF surface had rendered the surface
more organophilic with greater wettability of the epoxy resin.
This led to greater interfacial adhesion between the filler and
the polymer matrix leading to more efficient heat transfer
across the interface, and hence the increase in the thermal
conductivity of the D-GF filled composites. Reinforcing the
epoxy resin with both BN-D-GF produced a 56% of thermal
conductivity increase. It was possible that the nano-BN
has created a better conductive pathway between the glass
fibers and polymer matrix and thus the observed increase
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Figure 5: Loss modulus of neat epoxy and FRP composites.

in thermal conductivity. A previous study had investigated
nanotube-reinforced GF composites and reported that the
multiwall carbon nanotubes (C-MWNTs) were repelled by
the glass fibers [31]. In a word, thermal conductivity of a
FRP composite strongly depends on the efficiency of heat
transfer through the interface between the filler and the
matrix. Hence, any treatment which enhances the interfacial
adhesion between the filler and the matrix could be expected
to increase the overall thermal conductivity of the composite
as well.
3.4. Electrical Properties. Dielectric breakdown strength of
the neat epoxy as well as FRP composites was summarized
in Table 1. One can see that (i) all the FRP composites
showed lower dielectric strength in comparison with the pure
epoxy and (ii) the composites with dopamine-treated GF
showed higher values of breakdown strength when compared
with the composites with untreated GF. The embedding of
inorganic fillers into insulating polymers could introduce
different kinds of defects and then result in lower dielectric
breakdown strength. There existed two possible reasons
causing lower dielectric strength in the FRP composites with
untreated GF. The first was incompatible interface between
the untreated fibers and epoxy, which can introduce voids in
the composites, causing the decrease of dielectric strength.
The second was that the agglomeration of the BN could result
in electromagnetic interactions among the nanoparticles,
which can distort severely the field and in turn cause lower
breakdown strength.
The variation of volume resistivity for the neat epoxy
as well as FRP composites was summarized in Table 1. It
can be seen that (i) the volume resistivity value of the FRP
composites with untreated GF was slightly lower than that
of the neat epoxy; and (ii) the volume resistivity value of the
FRP composites with dopamine-treated GF was higher than
that of the neat epoxy. The decreased volume resistivity might
originate from the contribution of impurity ions as well as

hydroxyl groups, which existed in the surface of glass fibers.
Previous results had proved that the surface treatment by
means of silane can replace the hydroxyl groups to remove the
molecularly absorbed water hydrogen bonded to the surface
of the AlN nanoparticles, which reduced the conductivity of
the AlN nanoparticles and the nanocomposites [32]. Because
the BN ceramic nanoparticles used for FRP composite preparation were dielectric materials like AlN, BN-D-GF/epoxy
sample showed that highest volume resistivity value.
The dielectric loss tangent of the neat epoxy as well as
FRP composites was summarized in Table 1. One can see
that: (i) all the FRP composite samples showed lower values
of dielectric loss in comparison with the neat epoxy and (ii)
the values of dielectric loss tangent of epoxy nanocomposites
with dopamine-treated glass fibers were obviously lower than
those epoxy nanocomposites with untreated GF, especially
connected with BN. It was proposed that the incorporation of
BN-D-GF can result in polymer chain entanglement because
of the good dispersion of the nanofiller, which in turn
causes immobility of charge carriers or reduction in electrical
conductivity, thus causing a reduction of dielectric loss.
3.5. Shore D Hardness. Shore D hardness of the neat epoxy
as well as FRP composites was summarized in Table 1. All
FRP composites benefited from the GF presence, so that the
hardness value was increasing more than 10%. The dopamine
coating affected a certain extent, while the value of GF/epoxy
and BN/GF/epoxy was slightly increased.

4. Conclusions
The present study reported a biomimetic approach to successfully coat a monolayer of PDOPA onto GF. Compared with
untreated GF, the PDOPA coating greatly benefited the interfacial interaction, hence leading to enhanced loading amount
and homogenous distribution of BN nanoparticles (about
40 nm) on GF. BN-D-GF, micronano multiscale hybrid filler,
was also demonstrated as an appropriate reinforcement for
epoxy resin. The FRP nanocomposites, BN-D-GF/epoxy
resin, showed drastically enhanced volume resistance and
thermal conductivity. It is expected that the present approach
can be extended to preparing a variety of FRP composite systems which include fiber reinforcement, polymer matrices,
and functional nanomaterials. This would pave a new way for
diverse applications such as adhesive, building materials and
opto- and microelectronics devices.
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